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I. OVERVIEW 
 
The goal of USAID’s General Education Activity (TABLA) is to strengthen the capacity of teachers to deliver high 
quality education to Bosnia and Herzegovina’s youth.  By strengthening the ability of educators to engage students 
in critical thinking and applied knowledge skills, TABLA will support students in reaching their full potential and 
positively impacting the social and economic development of the country.  
 
To achieve this overall goal, TABLA focuses on four inter-linked objectives implemented in three targeted 
geographic areas in Bosnia-Herzegovina (BiH): Canton Sarajevo (CS), Herzegovina-Neretva Canton (HNC), and 
the Republika Srpska (RS). First, the activity supports select teaching faculties in their efforts to train future 
teachers (i.e., pre-service teacher training) in critical thinking and applied STEAM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) knowledge skills. Second, this activity supports the Ministries of Education 
(MoEs) in CS, HNC, and RS in institutionalizing quality training and professional development (i.e., in-service 
teacher training) in the areas of critical thinking and applied STEAM knowledge. Third, this activity will improve 
school learning environments in select schools in order to provide teachers with the physical tools necessary and 
online teaching techniques required to put their training into practice. Finally, this activity will stimulate discussion 
on needed education reform in the wake of the 2018 Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) results 
and the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
To prepare students and teachers for the demands of the 21st century and to leverage proven education reform 
strategies, Save the Children North West Balkans (SC) is partnering with the National Education Institute Slovenia 
(NEIS), Foundation for Education in Action in BiH (FEiA), and Mreža za izgradnju mira (MZIM). SC and its partners 
have and will continue to take a comprehensive and innovative approach to improving students’ learning 
outcomes in the 4Cs (Creativity, Communication, Collaboration and Critical Thinking) and STEAM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering, Art, and Mathematics) subjects while supporting and strengthening the capacity of 
teachers, schools, and pedagogical faculties and institutions in BiH. 
 
During the reporting period from October-December 2021, quarter one (Q1) of year three (Y3), the primary 
TABLA accomplishments were as follows: 
 
• Obtained formal written endorsement of the Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sports (MoESCS) of 

HNC of the original TABLA Framework for Pre-service Teacher Training Modular Curricula on November 5, 
and obtained formal written endorsement from the Ministry of Scientific and Technological Development, 
Higher Education and Information Society (MNRVOID) of the RS on the Aligned Framework for Pre-service 
Teacher Training Modular Curricula for the RS on November 4. 

• Implemented a three-day in-person professional development seminar on December 1-3 for 28 university 
professors in the RS (24 from the University of Banja Luka and four participants from East Sarajevo 
University). 

• Facilitated two online roundtable discussions on aspects of the TABLA Framework for Pre-Service Teacher 
Training Modular Curricula for a total of 31 professors from the University of Sarajevo, the University of 
Mostar “Džemal Bijedić,” and the University of Mostar on December 7 and December 15. Discussions 
focused on the topics “Occupational Standards and Qualification Standards - The Basis for Creating a Study 
Program” and “Important elements in the development of study programs” respectively. 

• Completed a practical manual to supplement the TABLA Framework for Pre-Service Teacher Training 
Modular Curricula entitled, “Guidelines for the Implementation of Occupational and Qualification Standards 
for Teachers in Teaching Study Programs.” TABLA will use this document as a practical tool for introducing 
university professors to the Framework during its professional development seminars for university 
professors. 

• Obtained formal written endorsement of the MoESCS of HNC on November 5 for the documents that make 
up the STEAM Education Package and Certification Program for in-service teachers. 

• Designed and implemented two STEAM class demonstrations on December 3 in Sarajevo for MTMs from CS 
and on December 20 in Mostar for MTMs from HNC.  
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• Facilitated a practical training exercise/simulation for MTMs from HNC on December 20-21 to help them 
prepare to implement the four-day replication training workshops scheduled in January 2022 for their peers. 

• Implemented four online mentoring sessions for MTMs from CS, HNC, and the RS to ensure they are 
successfully applying their new skills and knowledge as trainers and mentors on the STEAM approach (two 
sessions for MTMs from CS and HNC, two sessions for MTMs from the RS). 

• Supported MTMs from the RS in the implementation of online mentoring sessions for teachers from TABLA 
schools in the RS. 

• Conducted a four-day in-person professional development seminar for 49 principals from TABLA schools in 
the RS from December 6-9, 2021. 

• Conducted a one-day online professional development seminars for 45 principals from TABLA schools in CS 
and HNC on December 14, 2021. 

• Distributed 350 data packs/SIM cards to selected schools in two geographic areas (150 for CS schools and 
200 for RS schools). 

• Conducted three online community meetings for representatives of TABLA schools in CS and HNC, as well 
as other community members.  

• Facilitated four media events, including TV and radio appearances, a STEAM training session for media 
representatives, and participation in online panel discussions on education reform.  

• Published 38 social media posts as part of the TABLA education reform advocacy campaign, and shared an 
additional 18 articles and social media posts on Save the Children’s and MZIM’s social media platforms. 

 
II. SUMMARY OF PROJECT PROGRESS 

Sub-Purpose 1- Pre-service Teacher Training 
Increased standards for pre-service teacher training adopted and implemented in select teaching faculties  
 

Sup-Purpose1.1: Pre-service curricula aligned with the Common Core Curriculum (CCC) and 4Cs and PPDM 
integrated into pre-service training 
The beginning of this quarter marked the completion of the Aligned Framework for Pre-service Teacher Training 
Modular Curricula for the RS (Aligned Framework), which is based on the original TABLA Framework for Pre-
service Teacher Training Modular Curricula but was tailored to the RS context by the RS Expert Group. The RS 
Coordination Group, with includes representatives from Ministry of Scientific and Technological Development, 
Higher Education and Information Society (MNRVOID), Pedagogical Institute of Republika Srpska (PIRS), the 
Agency for Higher Education of Republika Srpska, the University of Banja Luka, and the University of East 
Sarajevo, adopted the Aligned Framework during its meeting in Teslić on October 21, 2021. TABLA subsequently 
submitted the Aligned Framework to MNRVOID and received written endorsement on November 4, 2021. In 
line with its jurisdiction, MNRVOID has committed to facilitate the introduction and implementation of the 
Aligned Framework by initiating consultations with institutions of higher education in the RS.  
 
After the endorsement of the Aligned Framework by MNRVOID, the RS Expert Group finalized the modular 
study program by creating a three-day professional development seminar and producing training materials for 
university professors in the Republika Srpska. The seminar took place on December 1-3, 2021, in Teslić for 28 
participants (24 from the University of Banja Luka and four participants from East Sarajevo University), who 
represented a range of profiles, including deans, vice deans, department heads, professors, and teaching assistants. 
During the seminar, the RS Expert Team presented all 16 documents comprising the Aligned Framework and 
discussed several ideas for initiatives of modular implementation. Participants in the seminar were eager to 
implement new solutions and suggested the possibility of forming working groups within their faculties to assess 
and determine how they could implement parts of the Aligned Framework without the necessity of undergoing 
formal procedural changes to their teacher study programs, provide opportunities for introducing the elements of 
the Aligned Framework within a shorter time span, and lay the groundwork for future activities to introduce and 
implement the Aligned Framework on a larger scale. TABLA staff will follow up with the participants in Q2 to 
assist them in their efforts to create these working groups.  
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During the quarter, TABLA also received the written endorsement of the Ministry of Education, Science, Culture 
and Sports (MoESCS) of HNC of the original TABLA Framework for Pre-service Teacher Training Modular 
Curricula on November 5, 2021. Representatives of MoESCE stated that the Framework corresponds to current 
educational challenges and the documents will be a valuable tool for the process of development and ensuring 
sustainability of education reform. Additionally, the TABLA team met with Minister [removed] from the Ministry 
of Science, Higher Education, and Youth (MoSHEY) of CS on December 27, 2021. While she expressed support 
for the TABLA project, MoSHEY has not yet provided its written endorsement of the Framework. Minister 
[removed] recommended that TABLA continue its cooperation with the University of Sarajevo Rectorate for 
practical implementation of the recommendations outlined in the documents comprising the Framework. 
 
In early November, TABLA and FEiA experts completed a practical manual to supplement the Framework 
entitled, “Guidelines for the Implementation of Occupational and Qualification Standards for Teachers in Teaching 
Study Programs.” This manual uses simplified language to help university professors and other educators to 
navigate the Framework documents, and outlines the primary aspects of integrating the Framework 
recommendations into study programs for future teachers. TABLA will use this document as a practical tool for 
introducing university professors to the Framework during its professional development seminars for university 
professors from the three targeted universities in CS/HNC in Q3. 
 
In December, TABLA initiated a series of roundtable discussions and learning sessions on key topics and 
documents within the Framework for Pre-Service Teacher Training Modular Curricula for professors at three 
targeted universities in CS and HNC (University of Sarajevo, University of Mostar “Džemal Bijedić,” and 
University of Mostar). Experts from FEiA facilitated the first two online discussions on December 7 and 
December 15, covering the topics “Occupational Standards and Qualification Standards - The Basis for Creating a 
Study Program” and “Important elements in the development of study programs” respectively. A total of 31 
university-level educators participated, with 18 attending the first discussion and 13 joining the second. TABLA’s 
online roundtable discussions attracted the interest of several professors from other universities in CS and HNC, 
who were welcomed to participate due to the universality of the approach outlined in the Framework. 
Participants in the sessions discussed possibilities for implementing parts of the Framework through different 
organizational units, not limiting this process only to teaching faculties, and also highlighted that the topic of 
inclusion was interwoven throughout the various documents that make up the Framework. However, it was 
noted by the FEiA experts, as well as the participants, that the discussions were limited by the online format. 
TABLA staff will discuss the possibility of holding future roundtable discussions in person in Q2 to make these 
activities more impactful.  
 

Sub-Purpose 1.2: Mental Health and Psychosocial support (MHPSS) sessions offered to pre-service lecturers and 
university experts 
During the quarter, TABLA staff consulted with SC’s MHPSS expert on the format and scope of an MHPSS 
program designed specifically for professors and students at the higher education level. Based on the assessment 
of the current availability of MHPSS content in the academic community, TABLA staff selected two courses: 
Psychological First Aid (PFA), which consists of five topics/sessions, and Implementation of Emotional 
Management, which is a more advanced course and also includes five topics/sessions. In December, TABLA 
created and posted the terms of reference (ToR) for an MHPSS consultant who will deliver these courses from 
February to April 2022. TABLA will select the consultant and finalize the course agendas and dates in Q2. 

Sub-Purpose 2: Professional Development/In-service Teacher Training 
High quality in-service teacher training program integrated into the education systems in selected cantons and 
entities  
 

Sub-Purpose 2.1: Design a STEM education package and certification, and work with MoEs and pedagogical institutes 
to increase their efficiency and accountability 
On November 5, 2021, TABLA received written endorsement from the MoESCS of HNC for the documents that 
make up the STEAM Education Package and Certification Program for in-service teachers (Guidelines for 
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Approaching the Establishment of Continuous Professional Development, Training Module for Sixteen-day 
Education, Guidelines for Approaching the Establishment of Accreditation of Education Programs, and Guidelines 
for Approaching the Establishment of Career Advancement of Teachers). The MoESCS stated in its endorsement 
that the documents constitute a valuable foundation and framework for universities and pedagogical institutes, 
which will initiate and implement change in the BiH educational systems with the goal of improving teachers’ 
competencies to institute the standard of learning outcomes and provide quality education for students. 
 
In Q2, TABLA staff will follow up with the MoEs in CS and the RS to obtain their final feedback and revisions for 
the STEAM Education Package and Certification Program, as well as their full written endorsement of the 
documents. Once all three MoEs have provided their written endorsements, TABLA staff will initiate registration 
and publication of these documents.  
 
To ensure the Master Trainers and Mentors (MTMs) in CS and HNC are able to apply STEAM skills and 
knowledge in their classrooms and are prepared to serve as trainers and mentors for their peers, TABLA staff and 
consultants designed and implemented two STEAM class demonstrations. TABLA conducted the first STEAM class 
demonstration on December 3, 2021, for 11 MTMs from CS with a group of students from the Second 
Gymnasium in Sarajevo, and provided the second STEAM class demonstration on December 20, 2021, for 21 
MTMs from HNC with a group of students from the primary school “Zalik” in Mostar. These STEAM 
demonstrations integrated the subjects of physics and language, thus allowing the MTMs to see the importance 
and benefit of including “Arts” within the STEAM context, as well as the positive impact on the students’ learning 
outcomes in general. According to feedback from the MTMs, their observation of a STEAM class was useful for 
increasing their overall understanding of the process and approach, and for providing extra motivation for 
implementing the STEAM approach in their classrooms, as well.  
 
TABLA staff and consultants also conducted a practical training simulation/exercise for the MTMs from HNC on 
December 20-21 at the primary school “Zalik” in Mostar. Twenty-one MTMs attended the training session on the 
first day, but only 15 MTMs participated on the second day. The agenda for the practical training exercise covered 
the topics included in the TOT program conducted in Y2, and served as a refresher for the MTMs to help them 
prepare to implement the four-day replication training workshops scheduled in December 2021 and January 2022 
for their peers. The MTMs simulated presentations and activities for each of the 12 scheduled sessions (e.g., 
STEAM approach, 4C/digital competencies, inquiry-based learning, interdisciplinary teaching and learning, 
formative assessments, common core curriculum, cross-curricula, STEAM lesson plans, STEAM projects, 
preparation of annual plans and programs, Pedagogy, Psychology, Didactics and Teaching Methods (PPDM), 
mentoring plans, and professional communities) that will be conducted over the course of the four-day training 
workshops. After the simulations of the training sessions, the MTMs exchanged ideas and discussed expectations 
and challenges of the replication training workshops. In early January 2022 (Q2), TABLA will conduct a similar 
practical training exercise with the MTMs from CS to ensure they are prepared to conduct the replication training 
workshops for teachers from TABLA schools in CS.  
 
Implementation of the four-day replication training workshops for teachers at TABLA schools in HNC started in 
December 2021 for schools delivering Croatian-language curriculum. Seventeen MTMs conducted the first two 
days of seven separate training workshops on December 28-29, 2021. Teachers from 11 schools – six primary 
and five secondary schools – participated in the training and will complete the remaining two days of training from 
January 4-5, 2022 (Q2). All other replication training workshops for teachers in CS and HNC will start in mid-
January (Q2). 
 
During the quarter, TABLA staff, NEIS experts, and local consultants also conducted a total of four mentoring 
session for MTMs from CS, HNC, and the RS to ensure they are successfully applying their new skills and 
knowledge as trainers and mentors on the STEAM approach during the 2021/2022 academic year.  
 
1. The first online mentoring session for the MTMs in Republika Srpska took place on October 28 with 57 

MTMs in attendance. Together with the PIRS Expert Team, the MTMs discussed the activities that teachers 
who completed four-day replication training workshops carried out during the beginning of the semester, as 
well as the preparation for implementation of STEAM classes and STEAM projects. 
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2. The first online mentoring session for MTMs from CS and HNC took place on December 1 with 21 MTMs 
from CS and 17 MTMs from HNC (38 in total) participating in the discussion. The MTMs had the opportunity 
to exchange experiences with the preparation of STEAM lesson plans and the implementation of STEAM 
classes during the months of September-November, and discuss challenges, lessons learned, results/outcomes, 
and feedback from students on STEAM approach. Members of the Expert Group provided guidance and 
further instruction and suggestions for improving the application of their STEAM knowledge.  

3. The second online mentoring session for MTMs from CS and HNC was conducted on December 15, during 
which the Expert Group and 26 MTMs from CS and 20 MTMs from HNC (46 in total) discussed expectations, 
challenges, and support needed for the upcoming replication training workshops. During this mentoring 
session, the MTMs split into small groups according to their assigned training teams to plan their strategy for 
implementing the four-day training workshops. The members of the Expert Group members facilitated the 
discussions in separate breakout rooms and offered each training team tailored support and mentoring. 

4. The second online mentoring session for MTMs in Republika Srpska was conducted on December 16 with 49 
MTMs participating in the discussion. Together with the PIRS Expert Team, MTMs discussed the STEAM 
classes and projects that the teachers who completed four-day replication training implemented during the 
semester. 

 
During this quarter, the TABLA team conducted the first of four professional development seminars for the 
principals of 50 TABLA schools in CS and HNC. The first seminar took place online on December 14, 2021, for 
45 school principals. During the seminar, TABLA staff, NEIS experts, and local BiH consultants informed the 
school principals about the upcoming replication training workshops and provided more details on the planned 
mentoring process for teachers following the training. The professional development seminars are intended to 
prepare the principals to observe the work of the MTMs and teachers at their schools, and offer support for the 
introduction of STEAM principles in the curricula. Next quarter, TABLA will invite the principals from the 53 
TABLA schools to attend in-person seminars held in Mostar and Sarajevo. 
 
Also during the quarter, TABLA staff and experts from PIRS conducted a four-day in-person seminar for 49 
principals from the TABLA schools in the RS. The seminar was held from December 6-9, 2021, in Jahorina. The 
PIRS experts prepared and implemented presentations and activities to develop the principals’ understanding of 
the STEAM approach, and covered the following topics: 
 
• Characteristics of a good TABLA school manager; 
• Teaching and learning: STEAM classes/projects;  
• Improving the quality of teachers’ work: motivation, evaluation, and professional development; and 
• Strengthening professional communities; 
 
Next quarter, TABLA staff and consultants from PIRS will start planning a second in-person activity, which is 
designed to be implemented concurrently with the online mentoring sessions for teachers to ensure the 
principals’ increased and ongoing support for the teachers’ continual professional development. 
 

Sub-Purpose 2.2: Design and deliver in-service support for virtual and blended instruction to teachers 
In Q1, TABLA contracted three Slovenian experts from NEIS to develop and implement three new advanced 
webinars for building the capacity of teachers in BiH to provide online and blended learning to students. These 
three webinars build upon the initial three webinars conducted in Y2, with the overall goal of ensuring the 
consistent use and application of digital technology in teaching and learning, and building teachers’ digital 
competencies so they are able to help their students become digitally competent. All six webinars listed below 
will be distributed to or conducted for BiH teachers in Q2 and Q3.  
 

1. Planning different learning experiences: Planning for and Implementing Digital Devices and Resources in 
the Teaching Process to Enhance the Effectiveness of Teaching Interventions 

2. Collecting Various Evidence of Students' Knowledge and Learning: Generating, selecting, Critically 
Analyzing and Interpreting Digital Evidence on Learner Activity, Performance, and Progress 
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3. Providing Effective Feedback to Students about their Knowledge: Using Digital Technologies to Provide 
Targeted and Timely Feedback to Learners 

4. Collaboration in the Online Learning Environment: Using Digital Technologies to Foster and Enhance 
Learner Collaboration 

5. Development Portfolio: How to Using Digital Technologies to Support Learners’ Self-regulated Learning 
6. How to Work and What to Choose: Identifying, Assessing, and Selecting Digital Resources for Teaching 

and Learning 
 

Sub-Purpose 2.3: Offer MHPSS sessions to teachers (in person or virtually)  
MHPSS activities were not conducted under Sub-purpose 2 this quarter. 

Sub-Purpose 3: Provision of Quality Learning Environments 
Improved learning environments that allow for applied learning in STEAM 
 

Sub-Purpose 3.1: Incentivize educational policymakers and school leadership to support reforms by equipping 
schools with STEM labs. 
In December 2021, TABLA received USAID approval for the procurement of STEAM lab equipment for four 
additional primary schools in CS, thereby increasing the total number of TABLA-supported schools from 100 to 
104. These schools were selected in cooperation with the MOO of CS based on their interest in STEAM 
education and the participation of several of their teachers in the TABLA Training of Trainers (TOT) program in 
Q3 of Y2 under Sub-purpose 2. These four schools will also participate in the replication training workshops 
scheduled for January 2022, sending approximately 10 teachers per school to training. TABLA staff will initiate 
procurement of the STEAM lab equipment in January 2022 (Q2) and anticipate that delivery will take place in 
quarters two and three; distribution of each item will depend on the suppliers` delivery time and the availability of 
the items on the market). Each of the four new STEAM labs will receive the same equipment as all other TABLA-
supported primary schools in CS and HNC, although some items (e.g., robotics kits) may be substituted with 
different but similar versions currently available on the market.  
 
Based on the feedback from participants in the training sessions on the 3D printers and robotics and programming 
kits conducted in Y2, the TABLA team determined that the training was not as effective as hoped primarily 
because the sessions were implemented online and the teachers who participated did not have sufficient 
experience in ICT or digital technology. Therefore, TABLA will provide additional in-person training for 
approximately 200 teachers specialized in ICT, computer science, and engineering topics to ensure that the 104 
TABLA schools are able to use the equipment successfully well beyond the duration of the project. TABLA 
started the process of hiring two consultants/educators to conduct 13 two-day training sessions this quarter, and 
will implement the training in CS, HNC, and the RS in Q2 and Q3.  
 

Sub-Purpose 3.2: Provide tablets, computers and data packs to students and teachers most in need.  
In December 2021, TABLA distributed 350 data packs/SIM cards for selected schools in two geographic areas 
(150 for CS and 200 for RS schools). The SIM cards will be used with the TABLA-procured tablets and provide 
internet connectivity for students for 10 months during the school years 2021/2022 and 2022/2023.   
 
Additionally, during Q1, TABLA established policies, processes, and systems for the MoEs and schools that 
received the COVID-designated laptops and tablets (250 laptops and 1,494 tablets) to maintain proper inventory 
management while still ensuring that teachers and students have easy access to the ICT equipment. TABLA staff is 
tailoring the inventory protocol and related equipment-borrowing forms to each school and providing detailed 
instructions on how to complete the forms and maintain proper inventory control. Based on the protocol, the 
schools are required to submit equipment-borrowing reports and forms on a quarterly basis by the end of January 
2022 (Q1), the end of March 2022 (Q2), and the end of June 2022 (Q3). 
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Sub-Purpose 3.3: Offer technical support to educational authorities to develop standards and guidance for online 
and blended learning. 
This activity was completed in Y2 as all education authorities declined further assistance.  

Sub-Purpose 4: Stimulate Discussion on Education Reform 
BiH increases education reform dialogue in response to the 2018 results of the Program on International Student 
Assessment (PISA) and the of COVID-19 pandemic. 
 

Sub-Purpose 4.1: Facilitate advocacy campaigns to mobilize stakeholders for education reforms thru social media 
and communications focusing on student-centered learning and best practices for online and blended learning.  
In Q1 of Y3, TABLA continued collaborating with Communis Advertising Agency to facilitate education reform 
dialogue by utilizing social media channels to distribute relevant content adapted for various platforms (Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter). Social media content is posted at least two times per week with TABLA staff review and 
approval of all topics and visuals that are to be published. During the quarter, Communis and TABLA staff posted 
over 45 times on social media about education reform and related TABLA activities. 
 
Additionally, as part of the PR strategy developed with Communis, TABLA commenced paid advertising on social 
media (Google Ads and promoted posts on Facebook and Instagram) during the reporting period. The 
approximate reach on Facebook and Instagram is 116,155 views within targeted geolocations (CS, HNC and RS), 
with 130,371 realized impressions on Google Display and Google Ads. TABLA and Communis staff also worked 
on the production of a promotional video that features a student from Canton Sarajevo, a school principal from 
HNC, and a teacher from Republika Srpska responding to questions about educational reform. The video is 
currently in post-production and TABLA will promote it via social media channels and distribute it to all main 
online news outlets once it is complete. 
 
In November, TABLA successfully completed a media education event – Čas za 21. Vijek – at the Second 
Gymnasium in Sarajevo to raise awareness of the need for education reform and to provide detailed information 
about the project’s activities and objectives to media representatives. Media representatives had a chance to see 
the TABLA-procured equipment in the STEAM lab at the Second Gymansium in Sarajevo as a prototype of 
STEAM labs that were established in 100 schools in CS, HNC, and the RS. TABLA consultant and teacher, 
[removed], demonstrate what modern education should look like, explained what are the 4Cs and STEAM, and 
demonstrated the use of technology for educational purposes.  Seven different media outlets participated in the 
event and it was well publicized by several main national broadcasters, including N1, Nova BH, and FaceTV.  
 
Communis also arranged to have TABLA project activities featured in traditional media with guest appearances of 
TABLA partners and experts such as professor [removed], who was a guest on Radio “Herceg Bosna” on 
November 5, 2021, and [removed], an MTM and member of the MOO’s Advisory Group for Curricular Reform 
in Canton Sarajevo, who appeared on the “Morning Show” at TV Sarajevo also in November. During these TV 
and radio appearances, participants of TABLA project advocate for curricula reform, modifications to pre-service 
teacher training programs, and continual professional development of teachers in BiH.  
 
In addition to the direct communication efforts described above, TABLA partner MZIM also organized two online 
discussions as part of the event, “The European Researchers’ Night,” which focused on the challenges of modern 
education and the importance of sharing experiences about the topic. The first panel discussion was called 
“STEAM Beyond the Horizon,” and included panelists [removed]. The panelists shared their experiences of 
building the capacity of teachers and students to apply STEAM concepts and of working together to modernize 
the education system in BiH. The topic of the second panel discussion was, “What is Hidden Beyond the Horizon 
for Education in Bosnia and Herzegovina?” Guest panelists were [removed], all of whom are extremely involved in 
the process of reforming and improving education through their work and activities. (Please see Annex III for 
further information on the panelists.) The discussion focused on why education reform is needed, to what 
level/degree it is needed, and recommended steps for achieving it.   
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Sub-Purpose 4.2: Young people empowered to become advocates for change and demand better education. 
Epidemiological measures during the quarter required schools to shift their schedules blended learning, with children 
and youth following lessons online and going to school in person every other week. This especially affected the 
beginning of the school year and planned activities for Youth Empowerment were postponed until the next reporting 
period (Q2). This included the selection of students to participate in the campaign accelerator training, the 
implementation of the four-day campaign accelerator training, and the organization of student-led campaigns. 

Sub-Purpose 4.3: Relevant decision-makers lobbied to initiate necessary changes and reform education based on 
good practice models developed and implemented through TABLA. 
During the first quarter of Y3, MZIM organized and implemented three online meetings (one meeting for CS schools 
and two meetings for HNC schools) with 11 representatives of eight TABLA schools. Participating schools included 
seven primary schools (Stari Ilijaš in Sarajevo; Četvrta Osnovna škola in Sarajevo, Prva Osnovna škola in Sarajevo, 
Vrhbosna in Sarajevo, Mustafa Jugović Šejh UJO in Mostar, Ivana Gundulića in Mostar, and Fra Didaka Buntića Čitluk in 
Mostar) and one secondary medical school (Sestara milosrdnica in Mostar).Two youth campaign and community 
engagement experts facilitated these online meetings, which provided a forum for the school representatives to share 
their experiences with ongoing education reform. Conclusions of the meetings were that educational reform is 
necessary in Bosnia and Herzegovina, not only at the cantonal level but more importantly at the state level to prevent 
discrepancies in curricula, textbooks, grading standards, and other aspects. All participants were very open to 
providing information about their schools’ progress in educational reform and expressed their interest to participate 
further in the process of the educational reform. Next quarter, MZIM will try to include more community 
stakeholders in these meetings. 
 
With the arrival of the new USAID/BiH Mission Director, [removed], TABLA intended to reschedule the USAID 
press event with the RS education ministers, which was originally planned in Year 2, and to organize a third USAID 
press event with the MoE of HNC. However, due to scheduling conflicts and other unexpected circumstances, these 
events had to be cancelled or postponed. TABLA will attempt to organize these press events in Q2 of Year 3. 
 
III. CHALLENGES 
 
COVID-19 Restrictions  
While COVID-19 restrictions and required epidemiological measures remained in place throughout the quarter, 
TABLA staff were able to conduct several in-person activities following all cantonal and entity requirements for 
limiting the number of persons allowed for an indoor gathering, masking, and social distancing. As per USAID 
guidance, TABLA staff continue to develop contingency plans for all activities in case the situation with the new 
Omicron variant of the coronavirus worsens and everything needs to shift to online implementation once again.  
 
Relationships with Educational Authorities in Republika Srpska 
Although SC reached full agreement with MNRVOID, the Ministry of Education and Culture (MoEC) of the RS, 
and PIRS on their involvement in the implementation of the TABLA project in Y2, relationships with some 
individuals and institutions were inconsistent throughout Q1 of Y3. Save the Children received approval from the 
RS MoEs and clearance from USAID to contract several employees of PIRS and MNRVOID as consultants for the 
TABLA project based on their knowledge, skills, and abilities; however, several of these RS consultants have been 
unwilling to provide detailed information on their consulting activities and/or to share the MEL-related forms and 
reports for activities required for quarterly progress reporting to USAID. The SC Country Director and the 
TABLA COP have conducted several online and in-person meetings with the consultants from PIRS to discuss and 
try to resolve perceived issues but continue to face challenges regarding the type and scope of activities allowed 
under the project to meet USAID objectives, the TABLA staff members with whom PIRS consultants are willing 
to work, the level of information they are required to provide in their consulting reports, and their willingness to 
follow standard SC policies and procedures required for compliance with the USAID cooperative agreement, 
among others. The RS consultants, on behalf of their government institutions, frequently threaten to cancel all 
activities if TABLA staff do not agree to their requests. To ensure TABLA activities continue in the RS, staff try to 
maintain cooperative spirit and agree to compromises to a degree that is acceptable and allowable within the 
scope of the project, SC policies and procedures, and USAID regulations.   
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Political Issues at Ministerial Level in CS 
A new Minister of Science, Higher Education, and Youth of CS was officially appointed on October 22, 2021. 
[removed] filled this position after a five-month vacancy following the previous minister’s resignation in early July 
2021. As mentioned above, the SC Country Director and other TABLA staff met with Minister [removed] on 
December 27, 2021, to discuss project activities and goals and expects to develop strong working relationship with 
the Minister and her team.  
 
 
IV. STATUS OF REPORTS/DELIVERABLES 

List of Reports/Deliverables Completed 
• Year 3 Work Plan: USAID provided approval of the revised TABLA work plan for the third and final year of 

the project on November 19, 2021.  
• Annual Progress Report: USAID provided approval for the revised TABLA annual progress report for the 

period from October 1, 2020, to September 30, 2021, on October 6, 2021.  
• Quarterly Financial Report: SC submitted the TABLA quarterly financial report for the period from October 

1 to December 31, 2021, on January 29, 2022. 
• Approval of Four New Implementation Schools: SC submitted an approval request to USAID to add four new 

implementation schools to the project on November 24, 2021. SC responded to feedback from USAID on 
December 16, 2021. This request was approved by USAID on December 28, 2021. 

• Approval of FEiA Subaward Ceiling Increase: SC submitted an approval request to USAID to extend the FEiA 
subaward by three months and increase the subaward ceiling to $278,894 on November 24, 2021. SC 
responded to feedback from USAID on December 16, 2021. This request was approved by USAID on 
December 28, 2021. 

Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning 
The Custom Concept Research Agency completed its baseline assessment for the TABLA project in October 
2021 and is in the process of preparing a report on its findings. The research, which began in May 2021, focused 
on collecting data via surveys at TABLA-supported schools related to teacher capacities to teach STEAM and 4Cs 
and student competencies in 4Cs and attitudes toward STEAM. The research framework is divided into 
experimental groups in CS, HNC, and the RS and a control group in Una-Sana Canton. Further, the survey was 
conducted for primary and secondary school children in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (CS, HNC, and 
Una-Sana Canton), while the survey included secondary school students only in the RS.  
 
TABLA will use the final baseline assessment data to inform Indicators #1 and #2 in the TABLA MEL Plan (i.e., 
establish baselines and set targets for Y3/Life of Activity). Additionally, Custom Concept will provide inputs for 
the Context Indicator based on data from additional tools such as the Student Assessment Tool for Teachers and 
the Record Sheet for the STEAM classroom. TABLA will share the final baseline assessment report with USAID 
separately. 

Gender and Inclusion 
As in previous quarters of activity implementation, TABLA staff attempted to achieve gender equality among 
beneficiaries of project activities. However, it is challenging for the project team to achieve gender equality among 
education professionals participating in activities such as seminars and training workshops as women tend to make 
up a larger share of educators in BiH. Therefore, TABLA has ensured that the baseline assessment will provide 
disaggregation of participants’ data according to gender, geolocation, and in some cases by age. Namely, in the 
baseline assessment, greater attention will be paid to the comparison of the results of the analysis by gender, age 
of students, and administrative area.  
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V. OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT 

Staffing Changes 
As included in the Y3 budget submitted to USAID at the beginning of the quarter, SC intends to hire a dedicated 
finance and award management officer for the TABLA project and initiated recruitment for this position in 
December 2021. Interviews will take place in the beginning of Q2, and SC anticipates the selected candidate will 
start in February 2022. 
 
Additionally, SC will recruit and hire a new Project Coordinator for the RS to cover for [removed] while she is 
on maternity leave from mid-February through April 2022. Interviews for this position will also take place in the 
beginning of Q2 and SC hopes to have the selected candidate in place by early February 2022 in order to overlap 
with [removed] for one to two weeks. The new RS Project Coordinator will continue to serve as the TABLA 
liaison with the points of contact for MNRVOID, MoEC, and PIRS, and will work closely the TABLA technical 
team and component leads to organize, facilitate, and ensure the quality and timeliness of all activities in the RS.  

Financial Management Issues 
[Removed] 

Operational/Administrative Issues 
Since the submission of the final inventory report for Y2, the TABLA team has not conducted further inventory 
checks on STEAM and COVID-19 equipment in schools in the three selected geographical areas during this 
reporting period. Additionally, completion of the process for Property Transfer Letters for laptops in the CS and 
RS is currently pending. Inventory checks will be conducted in future reporting periods as the project team 
prepares for disposition as part of close-out in the upcoming year. 

Environmental Compliance 
USAID approved a Request for Categorical Exclusion from environmental compliance requirements.   
 
VI. PLANNING FOR NEXT QUARTER 
 
TABLA plans to undertake the following activities in quarter two of year three (January-March 2022): 
 
Sub-purpose 1: 
• Ensure documents produced under SP1 are aligned and standardized with SP2 documents for publication.  
• Obtain endorsement of Framework for Pre-service Teacher Training Modular Curricula from MoSHEY in CS. 
• Obtain endorsement of Framework for Pre-service Teacher Training Modular Curricula from rectors or 

senates of targeted universities in CS and HNC. 
• Obtain endorsement of Aligned Framework for Pre-service Teacher Training Modular Curricula from rectors 

or senates of targeted universities in the RS. 
• Publish Framework for Pre-service Teacher Training Modular Curricula for FBiH. 
• Distribute Aligned Framework for Pre-service Teacher Training Modular Curricula in the RS. 
• Select up to 25 additional university lecturers/professors from CS and HNC for participation in a second 

three-day professional development seminar. 
• Develop and implement additional roundtable discussions and learning sessions on key topics and documents 

within the Framework for Pre-Service Teacher Training Modular Curricula for professors at three targeted 
universities in CS and HNC. 

• Initiate implementation of MHPSS courses for university professors. 
 
Sub-purpose 2: 
• Ensure documents produced under SP2 are aligned and standardized with SP1 documents for publication.  
• Conduct a practical training simulation/exercise for MTMs from CS prior to the implementation of the 

replication training workshops in CS. 
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• Implement the four-day replication training workshops for teachers from 54 primary and secondary schools in 
CS and HNC. 

• Conduct mentoring sessions for MTMs in CS, HNC, and the RS.  
• Support MTMs to conduct mentoring sessions for teachers from TABLA schools who participated in the 

replication training workshops in CS, HNC, and the RS.  
• Conduct two in-person seminars for TABLA-supported school principals, one in CS and one in HNC.  
• Develop manual of good STEAM practices for the RS in close cooperation with the PIRS Expert Group.  
• Distribute three video webinars, which were conducted online in Y2 and recorded for future use, to teachers 

throughout BiH to strengthen their capacity to provide online and blended learning for their students. 
• Prepare and begin implementation of three additional online webinars designed to build on initial three 

webinars (see above) to further strengthen teachers’ capacity to provide online and blended learning for their 
students. 

• Conduct online MHPSS sessions for teachers from TABLA schools in CS and HNC. 
 
Sub-purpose 3: 
• Initiate the procurement of STEAM lab equipment and deliver items to four additional TABLA schools in CS. 
• Select consultants/educators to conduct 13 two-day in-person training sessions on 3D printer and robotics 

and programming kits and commence implementation of the training sessions for teachers from TABLA 
schools in CS, HNC and RS. 

• Provide support to schools with STEAM labs to ensure the equipment is used by teachers and students and 
remains in good working condition. 

• Provide support and guidance to TABLA schools with COVID-designated equipment on borrowing protocol 
and inventory management system, and conduct equipment checks at schools in CS and the RS that received 
COVID-designated laptops and tablets as part of TABLA’s overall inventory management practices. 

 
Sub-purpose 4: 
• Produce and promote a series of short videos that feature TABLA beneficiaries (e.g., students, teachers, and 

principals) and other education stakeholders to stimulate further discussion about education reform in BiH. 
• Implement Campaign Accelerator Training and initiate student-led campaigns through social media. 
• Facilitate 10 online discussions with community stakeholders.  
• Organize press events in HNC and the RS with the USAID Mission Director and/or Deputy Mission Director 

and the respective education ministers. 
 

MEL Activities:  
• Update TABLA MEL plan to reflect USAID approval of activities related to the inclusion of four additional 

primary schools in CS.  
• Review baseline assessment report and use findings to inform indicators and modify TABLA MEL Plan 

accordingly.  
• Submit modified TABLA MEL Plan to USAID for approval as a result of the above. 

 
Program Management and Operations: 
• Amend sub-agreement with FEiA to reflect USAID approval of increased subaward ceiling. 
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ANNEX I: Status of Project Progress vs. Approved Indicators 
 
TABLA made progress toward achieving the annual targets for the performance indicators included its Monitoring, Evaluation 
and Learning (MEL) Plan. The table below shows TABLA’s achievements through Q1 of Year 3 along with annual targets for 
Year 3: 

 
Activity Goal 1:  
Student outcomes in 4Cs and STEAM subjects improved 

Indicator Disaggregation Frequency Overall Activity 
Baseline 

Target  
Year 2 

Progress 
through Q2 

Comments 

Indicator (1): 
% of students with 
changed 
competencies in 4Cs 
and attitudes toward 
STEAM 

By sex and 
school level - 
primary school 
(PS) and 
secondary 
school (SS) 

Annually 4Cs 
com petencies: 
1. Creativity1: 

36.6% (33% F, 
28.5% M) for 
PS, 33% 
(39%F, 
26%M) for SS 

2. Communi-
cation style2: 
7,2% PS(8%F, 
7M), 8,9% 
(10%F, 
8%M)SS 

Attitude 
toward 
S TEAM: 
3. Interested to 

learn STEAM 
subjects:  

42% (no 
significant 

difference for M 
and F) for PS, 
16,4% (18%F, 
15%M) for SS 

4Cs 
com petencie
s: 

1. Creativity: 
45,6% for PS, 
48% for SS 

2. Communi-
cation style: 
27,2% for 
PS, 28,9% 
for SS 

Attitude 
toward 
S TEAM: 
Interested to 
learn STEAM 
subjects: 57% 
for PS, 36,4% 

for SS 

N/A 

End line data 
will be 
collected at 
end of Y3Q3 

Context Indicator: 
% public expenditure 
for formal education 

N/A When/as 
data from 
MoEs is 
available 

  N/A  

 
  

 
1 % of students who are estimated as highly creative 
2 % of students who are estimated as highly assertive 
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Activity Purpose 1.1:  
Teacher capacity to incorporate 4Cs and applied knowledge in STEAM into classroom teaching increased 

Indicator Disaggregation Frequency Overall Activity 
Baseline 

Target  
Year 2 

Progress 
through Q2 

Comments 

Indicator (2): 
1.1.1. 
Average Score on 
Assessment of 
Teachers Capacity to 
Teach STEAM and 
4Cs 

N/A Annually 49.8%3 70% N/A 
End line data will be 
collected at end of 
Y3Q3 

Indicator (3): 
1.1.2. 
# of educators who 
complete 
professional 
development 
activities with TABLA 
assistance 

By sex, 
teachers by 
PS/SS, trainings 
of teachers, 
education level 

Annually 0 1,536 

28 
M:16 
F:12 
PS: 0 
SS: 0 

UNI: 28 
HE: 0 
BA: 0 
MA: 0 

PHD: 28 

• 28 university 
professors in 
professional 
development 
seminar in RS 

Indicator (4): 
1.1.3. 
# of TABLA-assisted 
trainings, events, and 
activities designed to 
improve pre- and in-
service teacher 
training 

N/A Annually 0 312 9 

• Seminar for 
university 
professors in RS 
(Dec 1-3, 2021) 

• Mentoring session I 
for CS and HNC 
MTMs (Dec 1, 
2021) 

• Mentoring session II 
for CS and HNC 
MTMs (Dec 15, 
2021) 

• Mentoring session I 
for RS MTMs (Oct 
28, 2021) 

• Mentoring session II 
for RS MTMs (Dec 
16, 2021) 

• STEAM simulation 
class for CS 
MTMs(Dec 3, 2021) 

• STEAM simulation 
class and replication 
training simulation 
for HNC 
MTMs(Dec 20-21, 
2021) 

• Seminar for High 
School Principals in 

 
3 In accordance with the methodology developed by the group of consultants, we changed the format of the baseline input to the 
percentage (%) in order to better present the achievements in the realization of the target. 
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the RS (Dec 6-9, 
2021) 

Seminar for School 
Principals in CS and 
HNC (Dec 14, 2021) 

Indicator (5): 
1.1.4. 
CBLD-9  
% of TABLA-assisted 
organizations with 
improved 
performance  
(IM-Level) 

By school level 
(PS or SS) Annually 0 40% 0 End line data will be 

collected in Y3Q3 

 
Activity Sub-Purpose 1.1.1:  
Increased standards for pre-service teacher training adopted and implemented in selected teaching faculties 

Indicator Disaggregation Frequency Overall Activity 
Baseline 

Target  
Year 2 

Progress 
through Q2 

Comments 

Indicator (6): 
1.1.1.1 
Stage reached in 
aligning teaching 
faculty curricula with 
CCC (milestone) 

N/A Annually 0 3 2 Stage 2 was reached in 
Y2.  

Indicator (7): 
1.1.1.2. 
Stage reached in 
developing, adopting, 
and implementing 
modular study 
program for pre-
service teachers 
training (milestone) 

N/A Annually 0 3 2 Stage 2 was reached in 
Y2. 

Indicator (8): 
1.1.1.3. 
Stage reached in 
developing and 
adopting University 
Teachers 
Professional 
Development 
Program (milestone) 

N/A Annually 0 2 1 Stage 1 was reached in 
Y2 

 
Activity Sub-Purpose 1.1.2:  
High quality in-service teacher training program integrated into education systems in selected cantons and 
entities 

Indicator Disaggregation Frequency Overall Activity 
Baseline 

Target  
Year 2 

Progress 
through Q2 

Comments 

Indicator (9): 
1.1.2.1. 
Stage reached in 
developing and 
adopting STEAM 
Education 

By geographic 
area (CS, 
HNC, and RS) 

Annually 0 3 2 Stage 2 was reached in 
Y2. 
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Training/Incentive 
Package and 
Certification in three 
geographic units 
(milestone) 
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Activity Sub-Purpose 1.1.3:  
Improved learning environments that allow for applied learning in STEAM 

Indicator Disaggregation Frequency Overall Activity 
Baseline 

Target  
Year 2 

Progress 
through Q2 

Comments 

Indicator 
(10):1.1.3.1. 
# of schools 
equipped with 
STEAM labs with 
TABLA assistance 

N/A Annually 0 4 0 

TABLA will equip 4 
additional primary 
schools in CS with 
STEAM labs in Y3. 
(TABLA will submit 
updated MEL Plan to 
USAID separately.) 

Indicator 
(11):1.1.3.2. 
Stage reached in 
improving quality of 
online education 

N/A Annually  0 3 2 

Stage 2 was reached in 
Y2. TABLA will not 
reach Stage 3 as 
additional activity 
implementation was 
cancelled as MoEs 
declined further 
assistance in Y3. 
(TABLA will submit 
updated MEL Plan to 
USAID separately.) 

 
Activity Sub-Purpose 1.1.4:  
BiH increases education reform dialogue in response to PISA 2018 results 

Indicator Disaggregation Frequency Overall Activity 
Baseline 

Target  
Year 2 

Progress 
through Q2 

Comments 

Indicator 
(12):1.1.4.1. 
# of 
recommendations to 
reform education 
raised by community 
stakeholders 

N/A Annually 0 2 0  
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ANNEX II: TABLA Social Media Posts, Articles, and Advocacy Campaign Activities 

 
L ist of Articles P osted by MZIM: 
 
November 2021: 
1. STEAM Behind the Horizon” Online Event organized by Mreza Mira 
2. “Education Behind the Horizon” Online Event organized by Mreza Mira  
 
L ist of S ocia l Media  P osts and Articles P ublished by TABLA: 
 
October 2021:  
1. Happy World Teachers’ Day Post 
2. Invitation for Online STEM discussion organized by IMTEC companys 
 
November 2021: 
3. TV coverage of Čas za 21. vijek by TV Sarajevo  
4. News about meeting with Ministry of Education of Canton Sarajevo about the Curricular Reform 
5. Repost of news meeting by minister  
6. Audio Interview on Radio station Herceg-Bosna  
7. Guest Appearance by leader of Curricular reform in Canton Sarajevo on TV Sarajevo 
8. Repost – Certificate Ceremony for TABLA Master – Trainers Mentors in CS  
9. STEAM demo lesson in Third Gymnasium Sarajevo  
 
December 2021:  
10. STEAM demo lesson for teachers from CS  
11. TABLA Seminars for Principals of 50 Secondary Schools from Republika Srpska  
12. Teslić seminar for University Professors from Republika Srpska  
13. Video of STEAM Equipment Project done by students in Gymnasium Jovan Ducić in Trebinje  
14. Four-day Seminar for Principals from RS succesfully realized  
15. STEAM demo lesson for teachers from HNC  
16. News about TABLA staff meeting with the Minister of High Education of CS  
 

  

https://www.facebook.com/events/941939203197357/?ref=newsfeed
https://www.facebook.com/events/1529056480782421/?ref=newsfeed
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2170678753073611/
https://www.facebook.com/imtec.ba/photos/a.560910247260950/4661082570577010/
https://fb.watch/auA0tPp2PI/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2197243023750517/
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=178749147790220&set=pcb.178749321123536
https://rtv-hb.com/radio/audio-projekt-opceg-obrazovanja/?fbclid=IwAR2zOpD74BCyVlud0Cb4bRYCTjqThti3qETXHEl3d5qguTyu27s3X51XwVM
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/videos/330253388908482
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=209109294736790&set=pcb.209111398069913
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/pcb.2213619582112861/2213612438780242
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/pcb.2216650328476453/2216655731809246/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/pcb.2218941088247377/2218938831580936/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/pcb.2219472484860904/2219471104861042/
https://fb.watch/auB1T_szyi/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/pcb.2221994441275375/2221994281275391/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/pcb.2230353850439434/2230351867106299/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2237301883077964/
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L ist of Advocacy Cam paign S ocia l Media  P osts and Media  P lacem ents: 
 
October 2021:  
17. Communis Campaign Post 2 
18. Communis Campaign Post 3 
19. Communis Campaign Post Cyrillic 4 
20. Communis Campaign Post Cyrillic 5 
21. Communis Campaign Post 6  
22. Video Teaser  
23. Communis Campaign Post 7  
24. Communis Campaign Post 8  
25. Communis Campaign Post 9 
 
November 2021: 
26. Communis Campaign Post 10  
27. Communis Campaign Post 11  
28. Communis Campaign Post 12  
29. Communis Campaign Post Cyrillic  
30. Communis Campaign Post 13  
31. Communis Campaign Post 14  
32. Communis Campaign Post 15 
33. Communis Campaign Post Cyrillic 16  
34. Communis Campaign Infographic Post 17  
35. Communis Campaign Post 18  
 
December 2021:  
36. Communis Campaign Post 19 
37. Communis Campaign Post 20  
38. Communis Campaign Infographic  
39. Communis Campaign Post 21  
40. Communis Campaign Post Cyrillic  
41. Communis Campaign Post 22  
42. Communis Campaign Infographic  
43. Communis Campaign Post 23  
44. Communis Infographic  
45. Communis Campaign Post 24  
46. Communis Campaign Post 25  
 
News about Media Education Event – “Čas za 21. Vijek” – published by several BH news portals:  
49. https://www.facebook.com/events/1529056480782421/?ref=newsfeed  
50. https://www.klix.ba/vijesti/bih/u-organizaciji-save-the-children-danas-u-sarajevu-odrzana-radionica-cas-za-21-

vijek/211103060  
51. https://avaz.ba/vijesti/bih/693627/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek  
52. https://ba.n1info.com/obrazovanje/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek/  
53. https://azra.ba/vijesti/252045/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek-steam-kao-osnova-reforme-obrazovanja-i-

odgovor-na-izazove-savremenog-drustva-i-trzista/  
54. http://www.ladiesin.ba/2021/11/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek-steam-kao-osnova-reforme-obrazovanja-i-

odgovor-na-izazove-savremenog-drustva-i-trzista/  
55. https://tntportal.ba/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek-steam-kao-osnova-reforme-obrazovanja-i-odgovor-na-

izazove-savremenog-drustva-i-trzista/  
56. https://gracija.info/2021/11/03/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek-steam-kao-osnova-reforme-obrazovanja-i-

odgovor-na-izazove-savremenog-drustva-i-trzista/  
 

https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2169976979810455/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2175166679291485/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2176905722450914/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2178431498965003/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2180766185398201/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/pcb.2181510721990414/2181509941990492/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2182245588583594/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2183746148433538/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2186000508208102/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2189484911192995/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2192495427558610/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2197611757046977/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2198713460270140/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2200349240106562/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2202743926533760/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2204287326379420/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2208013242673495/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2209574615850691/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2211259715682181/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2215763765231776/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2217406851734134/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2218685968272889/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2220216528119833/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2223940514414101/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2229462527195233/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2230983927043093/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2231817933626359/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2232700703538082/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2234882049986614/
https://www.facebook.com/savethechildrenNWB/photos/a.164460620362111/2236317463176406/
https://www.facebook.com/events/1529056480782421/?ref=newsfeed
https://www.klix.ba/vijesti/bih/u-organizaciji-save-the-children-danas-u-sarajevu-odrzana-radionica-cas-za-21-vijek/211103060
https://www.klix.ba/vijesti/bih/u-organizaciji-save-the-children-danas-u-sarajevu-odrzana-radionica-cas-za-21-vijek/211103060
https://avaz.ba/vijesti/bih/693627/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek
https://ba.n1info.com/obrazovanje/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek/
https://azra.ba/vijesti/252045/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek-steam-kao-osnova-reforme-obrazovanja-i-odgovor-na-izazove-savremenog-drustva-i-trzista/
https://azra.ba/vijesti/252045/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek-steam-kao-osnova-reforme-obrazovanja-i-odgovor-na-izazove-savremenog-drustva-i-trzista/
http://www.ladiesin.ba/2021/11/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek-steam-kao-osnova-reforme-obrazovanja-i-odgovor-na-izazove-savremenog-drustva-i-trzista/
http://www.ladiesin.ba/2021/11/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek-steam-kao-osnova-reforme-obrazovanja-i-odgovor-na-izazove-savremenog-drustva-i-trzista/
https://tntportal.ba/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek-steam-kao-osnova-reforme-obrazovanja-i-odgovor-na-izazove-savremenog-drustva-i-trzista/
https://tntportal.ba/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek-steam-kao-osnova-reforme-obrazovanja-i-odgovor-na-izazove-savremenog-drustva-i-trzista/
https://gracija.info/2021/11/03/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek-steam-kao-osnova-reforme-obrazovanja-i-odgovor-na-izazove-savremenog-drustva-i-trzista/
https://gracija.info/2021/11/03/save-the-children-odrzao-cas-za-21-vijek-steam-kao-osnova-reforme-obrazovanja-i-odgovor-na-izazove-savremenog-drustva-i-trzista/
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